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Humboldt Lumberjack, October 08, 1930
Humboldt State Teachers College is one of many such colleges on the Pacific coast, and yet this school is far behind the rest in promoting activities. The reason being, mainly, the absence of a definite organization for men. It has been rumored that a step will be taken in this direction, when the men will attempt to organize a "Letter H Society". This organization, consisting of men holding the "Big H" obtained from any sport, will organize for the sole purpose of arousing school spirit, creating more interest in minor and major sports, staging several social affairs in the form of a dance, arranging programs, creating pep rallies, and making the college a better place in which to live. And after all, we're living here; why not make life a little more interesting?

There's been lots of talk of such an organization, but what has actually been done toward this movement? The answer is easy; nothing, absolutely Nothing. This college has been for the last year a dictionary full of talk, and anyone knows that just talk can't produce the goods. Let's stop this everlasting talk and materialize a definite organization for men.

Now take, for instance, the situation this college is facing in regard to the present organizations of this school. What does the Literati do toward furthering school spirit? The newly formed Dramatic Club? College Civic Club? The all or anyone of them; do they promote athletics? School spirit? Do they benefit the school at all? These questions may be obvious, but, however, they do deserve degree of careful consideration. For instance; "The Literati has been a most important organization in this school", as claimed by its members and a few outside citizens who have enjoyed programs given by the club, but when we

(continued on p.5)

WILDCATS SWAP HUMBOLDT STATE
from Chico Record

While a small and perspiring crowd sat and sweltered in the stands at the Chico State Teachers College field Saturday afternoon the Crimson and White Wildcats rent up the curtain on their 1930 football season with a bang, overwhelming Humboldt State 50-0. The Wildcats won over Red Bluff High, 6-0, in the preliminary game.

The Wildcats outplayed their opponents in every department of the game, but it is said to the credit of the men from Arcata, that faced with certain defeat almost from the beginning, not once did they stop fighting and trying until the gun sounded the end of the final quarter. The game was a clean exhibition of sportsmanship. Dick Jenks, slim freshman halfback from Willows, playing his first game for Chico State, played the best game of the day, accounting for three of his team's touchdowns. Jenks is a particularly good pass thrower and it was not his fault that more of the Wildcat passes were not complete.

Johnson, Humboldt quarterback, starred for his team, playing a well-fought and heady game and well earning the applause the fans accorded him when he was taken from the field in the fourth quarter. The work of the Arcata ends was also worthy of mention and Jenkins, tackle, played a fine defensive game.

The entire Chico team performed in a manner to convince the most skeptical that they have the goods this year of a championship contender. The regulars played but two quarters, the first and the third, and in those periods stopped the invaders dead in their tracks. The second stringers did nearly as well, holding Humboldt to no score and accounting for 13 Chico points. Rannells and Gerrigan played great games, alternating at quarter. Byrne saw little service as Acker wants to save his best all-round back for the more crucial games. Milani, who played three-quarters (continued on p. 4)
Adam Strohm, librarian of the Detroit Public Library, has appointed C.E. Graves, librarian at Humboldt State Teachers College, as chairman of the American Library Association Committee on libraries in national parks.

Strohm is the president of the American Library Association. Associated with him on the committee are the following people: William Corbin, librarian of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.; Gilbert Doene, librarian of the University of Nebraska; Helen James, assistant librarian State Teachers College, Albany, New York; H.L. Koopman, librarian emeritus of Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island; Charles Smith, Librarian of the University of Colorado.

The work of the committee consists of developing libraries in all of the national parks in the United States. There are now 22 parks in the national park system including one in Hawaii and one in Alaska. The government is at present unable to appropriate money for books in any of these parks, therefore, the work of building up libraries for the use of park naturalists, ranger naturalists, and visiting scientists has been entrusted to this committee of the American Library Association. Yosemite National Park has the largest library at present, with about 1000 books, all of which have been presented by individuals, organizations, and educational institutions. There are shelves in two special rooms in the Yosemite Museum.

Both Yellowstone and Grand Canyon have museum buildings with small collections of books, but none of the other national parks have as yet made a beginning in the work of building up a library. Mr. Graves and his committee will attempt in various ways to stimulate this work throughout the country.

The Freshman, under the supervision of the hard-boiled upper-classmen are building a huge bonfire to be ignited at our big pep rally Thursday night Oct.9. This will precede our annual tangle with Ashland. Traditions are fast wearing their heads in Humboldt State Teachers College, and this seems to be one of them. ALL IS THERE...
A class in elementary school curriculum is being given here at college by President Gist and Miss Myrtle Sholty, associate professor of education and director of training. The first meeting took place in the Social Unit last Saturday at 10 o'clock. Two hours of credit will be given toward an administrative or elementary credential or toward an M.A. degree in education.

A class in art will be given for people unable to take regular work. In addition to the above, the courses outlined will be given.

1. Chorus—Mrs. Ceticnder—Monday at 7 o'clock in room 36
2. Romantic Poetry—Mrs. Folsom—Tuesday evening at seven o'clock in the Social Unit.
3. Orchestral Instruments—Mr. McKay, Wednesday evening at 7 o'clock in room 106
4. Accounting—Mr. Wilson—Sunday evening at 7 o'clock in room 37
5. Clogging—Betsey Martin—Monday and Wednesday evenings at 7:30 in the old gymnasium
6. Interior Decoration—Ellen Johnson—Wednesday at 3 o'clock in the Greentree Room
7. Fundamental of Expression and Dramatic Art—Lucy McLane—Wednesday in the college auditorium
8. Volley-ball—Fred Telonicher—No definite time has been set. The hours will be announced later.

Only the initial fee will be charged, one dollar and sixty cents. This includes registration and the booklet.

Dramatic Club Active

The members of Miss Holman’s Dramatic Club lost no time getting started. They have already started on a three act play, “Dolly Plays Herself,” and several additional one-act plays. The Workshop expects to produce some big things in a big way, and probably will at the rate they are going.

LITERATI ANNOUNCES PROGRAM

Filled with enthusiasm about their plans for the semester’s activities, the officers of Literati held their first meeting last Tuesday. Those present were: President Mildred Moe, vice-pres. Alyce Finn, secretary Luella Henius, treasurer Laster Dampney, and cheer leader Ione Russell.

Besides making plans for the semester, the officers appointed Louise Godfrey to be corresponding secretary and James Whittaker, Robert Fink, and John Merritt program leaders. In the near future the Literati club will be divided into three groups, e.g. group headed by one of the program leaders. The first meeting will be held soon under the direction of Agnes Rourke, and she promises a very interesting evening’s entertainment.

Activities for this semester include one-act plays, varied programs, parties, and dinners. Meetings will be held twice a month.

SON OF PROFESSOR HONORED

Special honor has been bestowed upon Carol Holman, pianist in New York, as she has been selected to accompany Yschi Elman, the great violinist. Before this appointment, which is to become effective January 1, Holman has accompanied for Anna Cass, soprano soloist.

Holman is the son of Frederick Holman, associate professor of social science at Humboldt State Teachers College. He is remembered by musical circles in Arcata as having given a recital in the Social Unit a few years ago. He has studied with the teachers, Friedburg and Newstead, at the Institute of Musical Art in New York.

BUSY

Ellen Johnson announced today that the number served in the Commons totaled 115. This included 55 for breakfast and 61 for lunch. There are 12 tables in the cafeteria at present.
the percentage of the student body who have actually benefited by the existence of this organization, we can only see a small group isolated from the mass and labeled Literati.

However, the Literati is only one of such organizations operating in this school. Take for instance, the College Civic Club. The true actions actions of this club were brought out clearly in an early publication of the Rootor, of which the members of the Club protested violently. Probably the true purpose of this organization was misunderstood.

What has been the cause of trouble with our clubs? Here is the whole answer; the organizations of this institution are too conservative, confined within themselves, they tend to draw apart, rather than together, the mass of the student body. No school spirit is aroused for other than activities within the club itself.

Now take in contrast, the activities of the W.A.A. If all college clubs were run under the principles of this organization, there would be no necessity of pleading to the students for their support of outside activities.

Looking at this situation with an open mind, why can't the clubs work for the college? And vice versa, the college cooperate with the club?

In order to simplify these difficulties, the men have proposed for the organization of a definite mens club. Such an institution should bring to this institution the necessary spirit and cooperation which has long been looked forward to by the students and faculty of Humboldt State.

FORMER H.S.T.C STUDENT ON VISIT IN SOUTH

Miss Alice Degnan, summer school graduate of Humboldt State Teachers College is visiting friends in Hayward. She wonders what Charlie's doing!

It might interest our Fresh women to know that at Santa Rosa Junior College the Fresh women are required to wear black...
of the game in place of Rimbolz at guard who was injured in the first quarter, played a great defensive game in spite of a weight handicap. Capri, substitute end, snagged passes to account for two touchdowns. The work of the whole varsity line was good, particularly on the defense.

Perhaps it would be best to mention that the heat was terrific in comparison to the temperature the Arcata boys have been used to. They even "got so hot" they had to call an extra pair of time outs, and were consequently penalized.

Ab Brantley was the star on gaining yardage through the line for the Humboldt boys, reeling off substantial gains through guard and tackle. Nidrit Hogan was good up until the third quarter when he sprained his ankle, an injury which will probably keep him out of the game for the rest of the season. Wayne Simpson was good on defense. The boys will do better next time, especially on a cool day.

Here is how they started:

Chico—LFR Brandstetter
C. Smith LTR Hale
Rimbolz LGR Derby
Farmer C Kaski
Veucht REL Felterwood
C. Hugent RTL Endert
F. Skelly REL Sullivan
Runnells Safety Johnson
Stucklin F Guthridge
Byrne LHR Hogan
Jenkins REL Simpson

Substitutions:

Chico—Carey for Byrne; Garrigan for Jenks; Daley for C. Smith; Devol for Stucklin; Stephens for Carey; Jellison for Farmer; Carter for R. Skelly; Capri for F. Skelly; Milan for Rimbolz; Hulmel for Hogan; Nottawy for C. Hugent; White for Tikhe; Moore for Garrigan; Shell for Devol; Applegate for Capri; Arena for Sullivan; Fenn for Endert; Stringfellow for Simpson; Bruntley for Guthridge; Cooney for Felterwood.

Arcata—Waldner for Sullivan; Fenn for Endert; Stringfellow for Simpson; Bruntley for Guthridge; Cooney for Felterwood.